LEAs in CIM

We are here to support with the IDC Data Tools Dashboard
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Has your LEA been identified for CIM and need to complete the IDC Data Drilldown Center as part of Step 1? The SIL team can support you and your team through the process with resources and direct support. See below for a continuum of opportunities.

On Demand Training
Access on-demand videos at systemimprovement.org. Video topics include an overview of the IDC Data Tools Dashboard, SPP Indicator Walkthrough, LEA Snapshot Report Overview, and more!

Data Tools Open Clinic
Whether you are just starting your data journey or would like to create more in-depth snapshot reports using your LEA data, drop in for support.

Location: Virtual (Zoom)
Dates: 2nd and 4th Monday of the month
Time: 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Join us: No registration required

Consultation
SIL Improvement Facilitators provide coaching and guidance as you navigate through the Data Tools in the Improvement Data Center (IDC) with your organization’s team. Contact us at info@systemimprovement.org for more information.

Questions? Contact us at: info@systemimprovement.org
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